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About This Game

Project Myriad is a tower defense strategy game. You build towers on a map of hexagons that will attack and defeat oncoming
waves of enemies. Towers can be upgrade and some have varied upgrade paths. The goal is clear as many waves as possible.

7 Unique Towers

Choose from a variety of unique towers that target enemies in different ways. Want to flood your enemies with damage, Storm
tower is what you want. Need an extra edge against the Starfish Boss wave, then the Missile tower has your back. Mix and

match placement to find your ideal build configuration.

Varied Upgrade Paths

Some towers have upgrade paths you can take to increase their efficiency in battle!

Build a Maze

Each level allows you to weave an intricate maze to force enemies in the direction you want to, giving you more time to take
them out.

Strategic Level Tiles

Each level map can contain any number of level tiles that add strategy to the game play. Try to avoid hazardous tiles like the
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lightning bolt tile that speeds up enemies, or maze all the enemies into the minus tile that will deal damage to the enemies for
you.

Unlimited Waves

Each level has an unlimited number of enemies. How far can you get?

4 Unique Enemies

There are 4 types of enemies; Skull: Which is the basic Unit. Speedy: Which has slightly reduced health but increased
movement. Carapace: Has increased health but when it hits half health you break it's shell and it tries to speed away. Starfish:

This wave is just one Boss enemy with very high health.
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If you like genetics and evolution, this game is for you! sure its has its bugs, but what good games don't.

11\/10 Would Recommend. Hier mal meine +-

+ Fl\u00fcssiges Spielen (kein einziger lag aufgefallen)
+ Herausfordernd
+ Angenehme Musik
+ Witziger 'Kommentator' (alias bot.7 )
+ Man merkt die Liebe zum Detail

- Steuerung mit dem Keyboard ist mit 4 Tasten nicht genau genug (ja bot-7 emfpielt ein gamepad ... das hab ich nicht). Ich
w\u00fcrde empfehlen eine Stuerung \u00fcber 9 Tasten (Nummernpad) oder noch besser mit der Maus zu unterst\u00fctzen.
- Die ersten Level sind etwas zu schwer f\u00fcr Einsteiger und da passt das Frust vs. Belohnungs-Verh\u00e4ltnis noch nicht
ganz
- Eine Audio-Wiedergabe vom bot-7 w\u00fcrde ich bevorzugen ... zu viel zu lesen ;-)
. Amazing! Love the graphics, spells, story and similarities to Doctor Strange :D
Definitely my new favourite game!!!. Disappointing. graphics are more simplistic than the screenshots seemed ( to me) the
physics also seem a bit off. 4\/10. Very good game vintage.

The rotating orbits add challenge to the normal tower defense games. Bought in a discount. Good soundtrack.

Good references to B-Sci Fi movies.. ever play those games that are just...bad? This is one of those, I bet the developer took a
long time to make this game, poor guy, too bad it sucks. Bad controls, bad gameplay, "meh" graphics, another RPG Maker game
basically, note: when using RPG maker stick to cartoon-ish games
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I enjoyed the game, except that the combat completely ruins it! The accuracy, hitboxes and weird spawns are just messed up
making the fights very annoying instead of some fun challenging combat. Sometimes 1 bullet to the head is all it takes to take
down an enemy, other times you either shoot through him or he becomes a bullet sponge. The enemies clip into your hitbox (and
eachother) making you shoot through them while they're quickly clubbing you to death (the mazes...).

- The graphics are decent, nothing really to say about that.
- The music is nice, I like it, it's fitting. There's not much variety, though.
- The puzzles are repetitive but I personally don't mind that. You can't jump in this game but it adds to the puzzle and
platforming aspects.
- The keys are preset, you can't bind them yourself which is just horrendous... I have no problems with the way they're preset
but other people may have. Keys should always be bindable in any game.

When you solve the picture puzzle at the end of a sector the picture pieces flip to their backside and the puzzle screen
immediately disappears, I would've liked to be able to observe the whole picture. The developer should've made it contain a
'press R to close' option like in pretty much all the other panels in the game.

All in all I find the game to be pretty decent, except that the combat totally ruins it... I got through the first 3 sectors without all
too much annoyance but now I'm stuck in sector 4 because of a bad checkpoint placement causing me to solve a couple of slow
puzzles and having to do 2 fights every time I die... Which is just very annoying considering the awful combat and thus my will
of continuing with the game is dwindling fast.

I think that about sums it up. If you want to try the game then I suggest getting it in a sale.. It is free, it is very fun, and it will
always make you feel like a badass.

Just download it. I've long said that SHMUPS are an elegant genre. Simple in their goal, but complex in what they ask the player
to perform. Judgement Silversword looks simple; it looks old, dated, and its 5 dollar price-tag may indicate it may be nothing
more than a passing novelty. However, it's anything but. It's a perfect port of the Wonderswan rarity (which would easily cost
you upwards of $500 to purchase otherwise), and plays like a dream.

The scoring is simple, but razor sharp. The controls are responsive, the bullet patterns are captivating, and the short rapid-fire
levels are so much fun to blitz through! Best 5 bucks I've spent in a very, very long time. The addition of Cardinal Sins which
was, previously, only available on the Wonderswan Development Kit, is the icing on the cake.

A must own. No question about it.. This is a fun little physics-based puzzle game with a very "lunar lander" feel. Fly around to
collect pieces of pipe, rockets, and pushers\/pullers to solve your way through 14 levels and get Bob back to space so he can get
to work. You can customize your ship to fit the needs of the problem at hand but make sure it's not top-heavy or off balance!
While some precision flying and some restarts on account of the occasional frustrating hang-up are required, you'll have fun if
you like refreshing new puzzle games.. Pay 2 dollar to point someone.
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